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Make You Mine (The Rock Gods Book
3)

Cooper Rand is the high-energy drummer for his band Ivory Tower. Everyone is drawn to Cooper;
which makes him the go-to party guy for those lucky enough to call him friend. He loves the lifestyle
that comes along with being a rock star and feels perfectly suited for the role. He is also a
professional when it comes to the hook-up, unwilling to stick around long enough to allow emotions
to enter into what he's doing. He's lived his entire life 'in the moment' and it isn't until he meets
Jayson that he begins to question the direction of his life and if he's been missing out on something
truly special all this time. Jayson Keller has spent most of his life living on the island of Martha's
Vineyard working as a builder. Living on a small island also has Jayson working overtime to keep
his sexual orientation secret. He has mastered the art of hiding in the closet, but he doesn't want it
to be a forever thing. Jayson always said if the right man came along he'd happily leave the safety
of his closet and live openly as a gay man. The problem is, living where he does limits his partner
options and finding someone worth coming out of that closet for seems an unlikely prospect.A party
at Alex Metcalf's island estate brings Cooper and Jayson face-to-face. Lightning strikes hot and fast
and suddenly their lives take a whole new path. Has Jayson finally met a man worth leaving his
self-imposed closet? Have a couple of hours spent alone with Jayson opened Cooper to the idea
there is a deeper meaning to life beyond the stage and the value of a committed relationship? But, a
bigoted family and the rock star lifestyle could ruin everything and keep both men searching for what
was standing right in front of them: a soul mate.
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This is the third installment in the Rock Gods series and they just keep getting better and better! At
the end of the the second book, Take What You Want, it's clear that something is gonna start
brewing with Jayson and Cooper. Oh, and it does..... Jayson Keller is Chase and Danni's good
friend who meets Ivory Tower's drummer, Cooper Rand, at a party at Alex Metcalf's (fellow band
mate and Chase and Danni's lover). Sparks fly immediately between these two, and there starts
their east coast, west coast long distance romance. To watch their relationship unfold as they both
come to terms with how to move forward, Jay and Coop learn the meaning of trust, patience,
honesty, loyalty and true, undying love for each other instead of dwelling on any of their angst and
uncertainty that could ruin them....the result is breathtaking....beautiful and sexy....the love scenes
were scorching hot..... The thing I love about Ann Lister is that she creates all of her characters to
be vulnerable and believable...every one of their feelings become your feelings as well....and, this is
a biggie for me, I love how the acknowledgement and importance of ignorance and bigotry towards
gay people is brought forth and dealt with in all her stories. Jayson's step-father, Ron, tops the
charts with his hatred and verbal abuse towards Jayson. Jayson has a step brother, Eric, 17, with
whom he's very close with and of course old Ron thinks he's gotta put a stop to that....you know,
because Jayson's gonna turn him gay....things escalate badly between Eric and Ron which leaves
Jayson no choice but to head back east to defend his poor brother. Jayson takes matters into his
own hands in an intelligent and kick ass way....
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